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About 

NTEN envisions a just and engaged world where all nonprofits use technology 
skillfully and confidently to meet community needs and fulfill their missions. We 
support organizations by convening the nonprofit community, offering professional 
credentials and training, and facilitating community skill and resource sharing. 

NTEN reports support the growth and development of the sector through 
benchmarking the technology goals and challenges of nonprofits and identifying 
areas of need. 

For more, visit nten.org/reports. 
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https://www.nten.org/knowledge/reports-and-resources/


DATA IS ESSENTIAL FOR EVERY NONPROFIT. 
Nonprofit staff in the NTEN community regularly pose questions about data collection, security, and 
management. NTEN surveyed diverse organizations to identify the sector’s most significant challenges and 
opportunities thanks to support from the Fidelity Trustees’ Charitable Initiative. The Trustees’ Initiative is a 
direct grantmaking program, separate from the Fidelity Charitable donor-advised fund, whose mission is to 
expand giving and advance the nonprofit and philanthropic sectors. 

Forty percent of respondents indicated they experience most of the data collection challenges listed in the 
survey. For many people, this means there’s no easy fix — organizational leaders and teams need to look 
holistically at where data is coming from and how their staffs use it to make improvements. 

Unsurprisingly, funding was seen as the most valuable resource for data management, selected as 
valuable or very valuable by 74% of respondents. We anticipated this to be the leading resource need, 
and conducting this survey during the COVID-19 pandemic has only confirmed the increased necessity of 
financial support for organizations of all kinds. 

One significant myth in the nonprofit sector is that organizations with more money and staff are always 
doing “better” with technology than others. By and large, NTEN’s research consistently finds this is just 
not the case. It doesn’t matter what your staff’s size or budget is, or even how long you’ve been around, as 
much as it matters how you use that budget, how you train your staff, and how you make decisions. 

We found only a few instances where these factors made some level of a difference: 

• Organization size and age influence the likelihood of customized data policies for the organization’s 
specific use. 

• Larger organizations have more staffing (Full Time Equivalent) for data collection. 
• Organization size and budget correlate to the adoption of machine learning and artificial 

intelligence. 

You’re encouraged to use the report to start conversations within your team and organization. While 
there’s no “right” answer for many of the questions -- because the results show that challenges exist for all 
organizations -- there are likely challenges for your staff. Identifying those is the first step for investment, 
training, and improvement! 

NTEN has community forums, courses, and other resources to help you and your whole organization 
move forward. 

Amy Sample Ward 
CEO, NTEN 
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What best describes your organization’s primary issue area? 

What is the size of your overall organization staff? 

SURVEY PARTICIPANTS 

16% Public/Social Benefit 

Youth 
Arts/culture 

Civil Rights/Advocacy 

Education 

Employment 
Environment / Animal Welfare 

Faith-Based 
Health 

Housing 
Human Services 

International 
Legal 

4% 
6% 
7% 
14% 
2% 
8% 
6% 
12% 
4% 
16% 
3% 
1% 

12% 101-250 

251-500 

501-1,000 

Over 1,000 

26-50 
51-100 

5% 
3% 
5% 

Fewer than 5 17% 
6-10 14% 

11-25 19% 
14% 
10% 
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Over 700 people responded to the survey, representing a wide variety of nonprofits. Nearly half 
work at organizations that provide direct social and public services (Public / Social Benefit, 
Human Services, and Education, each around 15% of respondents). The rest are well distributed 
across the service areas. 

Most respondents work at relatively small organizations, with 50% having a staff of 25 or fewer. 
Most represent nonprofits that have been in existence for some time. Nearly 2/3 have been 
around for 20 years or more, while only 8% were started five or fewer years ago. 

Budgets vary widely, but nearly 2/3 of respondents have annual budgets larger than $1 million. 
Half of those are in the $1 to $5 million category. 

22% 41-75 
76+ Years 

Less than One Year 

1-5 Years 
6-10 Years 

11-20 Years 
21-40 

15% 

1% 
7% 
8% 
19% 
29% 

24% Over $10 Million 

Volunteer 
Below $100,000 

$100,001-$250,000 

$250,001 - $500,000 

$500,001-$1Million 
$1 Million - $5 Million 

3% 
7% 
5% 
8% 
9% 
31% 

$5 Million - $10 Million 12% 

About how long has your organization existed? 

What is the approximate annual budget of your organization? 
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I manage a database or data for one department/function 

I managed data systems or data for the organization 

I am responsible for data quality 

I am responsible for data governance including what is collected 

I am responsible for data governance including what is collected 

None of the above 

I directly input or edit data in a database 

I collect data through programs or other channels for input to the 

I generate reports, dashboards, or analysis 

I use the reports, dashboards, or analysis that other staff have created 

I manage automatically collected data or other automated data 

I use data from external sources 

20% 0% 60% 40% 80% 

What is your relationship to your organization’s data? Please select all that apply. 

The respondents themselves work with data in a wide variety of ways. Most (over 70%) provide reports 
and analysis. Half are responsible for direct data entry. Many (nearly 50%) also work second-hand with 
data provided and analyzed by other staff. This range of data experiences provides them with a strong 
background to share insights throughout this survey. 
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Respondents reported a wide range of record volume. Almost every category was selected by at least 
8% of respondents. The largest group is 2,501 to 10,000, accounting for nearly 20% of respondents. 

In general, the size of the record set corresponds to the age of the organization, with a somewhat 
weaker connection to organization size. Smaller organizations may still have many constituents. 

Records come from a variety of places, with most respondents indicating at least two data streams. A 
significant number relies on some sort of manual process. 

Respondents who indicated “other” had two primary categories: 

• From constituents via some process not identified in the survey questions and 

• By synchronized processes from some other system, often a donation or subscription system. 

8% 100,001 - 500,00 

More than 500,000 

Fewer than 500 

501 - 1,000 
1,001 - 2,500 

2,501 - 10,000 
10,001 - 25,000 

10% 

13% 
6% 
9% 
19% 
13% 

25,001 - 50,000 13% 
50,001 - 100,000 9% 

Directly from constituents via paper 

Directly from constituents via your website 

By staff who enter it directly into your data systems 

Indirectly from 3rd parties like email lists from partners or purchased list 

Automatically via sensors, system processes, or tracking actions taken in our... 

Other (please specify) 

10% 0% 70% 50% 20% 30% 40% 60% 80% 90% 

Roughly how many constituent records does your organization manage? 

How does your organization collect data? Please select all that apply. 

RECORDS 
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STORAGE 

16% Off the Shelf Database for Industry 

Custom Database 

Excel / GoogleSheets / Airtable 

Off the Shelf Database for Industry 

4% 
41% 
39% 

21% Off the Shelf Database for Industry 

Custom Database 

Excel / GoogleSheets / Airtable 

Off the Shelf Database for Industry 

9% 
41% 
29% 

21% Off the Shelf Database for Industry 

Custom Database 

Excel / GoogleSheets / Airtable 

Off the Shelf Database for Industry 

4% 
26% 
49% 

Human Resources 

IT 

Finance 
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20% Off the Shelf Database for Industry 

Custom Database 

Excel / GoogleSheets / Airtable 

Off the Shelf Database for Industry 

4% 
39% 
36% 

23% Off the Shelf Database for Industry 

Custom Database 

Excel / GoogleSheets / Airtable 

Off the Shelf Database for Industry 

4% 
31% 
42% 

25% Off the Shelf Database for Industry 

Custom Database 

Excel / GoogleSheets / Airtable 

Off the Shelf Database for Industry 

10% 
37% 
28% 

Communications / Marketing 

Fundraising / Development 

Programs 
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What is the primary type of data storage system used for each of these departments? While there is a 
wide variance in the popularity of data storage systems based on the type of records contained, four of 
the six categories rank the systems in the same order. 

1. Spreadsheets 

2. Off-the-shelf databases 

3. Partially customized off-the-shelf databases 

4. Custom databases 

These categories line up in order from the simplest and least expensive to the most complex and 
resource intensive, so the order is not surprising. Financial and fundraising data have slightly larger 
adoption of off-the-shelf tools. Both of these areas have a long history of strong tools and a need for in-built 
security, so these variations are not a surprise. 

The majority of respondents make their data available to staff through a database with online access. 
This is true across the data storage types, even when data is stored in spreadsheet form. 

Most of the respondents who indicated access by an individual were referring to Human Resources or 
IT data. 

Data is in a cloud-based CRM / database that staff access online 

Data is in a locally-hosted CRM / data that staff access when in the office 

Data is on individual computers for access only by that individual 

10% 0% 70% 50% 20% 30% 40% 60% 80% 90% 

Other (please specify) 

How is your data accessed? Please select all that apply. 
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Funder’s priorities or grant reporting requirements 

Donor’s interest areas 

Marketing priorities 

Board reporting priorities 

Improving programs outcomes 

External organizations or partners 

20% 0% 100% 40% 60% 80% 120% 

Race / Ethnicity 

Self-identify as Person of Color 

Gender identity (binary M/F) 

Gender identity (expansive) 

Pronouns 

Sexual orientation 

Disability 

20% 0% 100% 40% 60% 80% 120% 

How have the following factors influenced the data you collect? 

Do you collect any of the following types of data? 

Respondents indicated a wide range of factors that influenced their data gathering decisions. The most 
significant were requirements from funders or granting bodies and program outcome improvements. 
Given their relationship to customer service and satisfaction and funding streams, this is not surprising. 
The least influential areas were donor interest and input from external organizations and partners. While 
the data don’t specify it, it seems likely that there are less clear and consistent information streams 
from these influencers. 

A significant number of respondents do not collect any fundamental demographic data about their 
constituents. The most notable exception was race and ethnicity data; this is frequently requested by 
funders and granting bodies. 

COLLECTION 

Major Influence Significant Influence Some Influence Some Influence 

Always Often Sometimes Never 
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CONSENT 

The majority of respondents rely on general statements to obtain consent from data providers, mostly on 
specific data gathering tools, but also with a standard website disclaimer. Those who indicated “OTHER” 
fit into two broad categories: application-specific disclosures and disclaimers in contracts. 

About 2/3 of respondents allow some measure of data collection opt-out from constituents. There 
seems to be some relation between the purpose of the data and the level of opt-out allowed. For example, 
respondents who indicated data collection for grant reporting seldom said “ALWAYS” for 
opt-out. 

None 

General statement on website 

General statement on forms or surveys 

Disclosure read to participants by a staff 

Popup message on website 

Disclosure information included in emails 

Other (please specify) 

10% 0% 70% 50% 20% 30% 40% 60% 80% 

15% Never 

I Don’t Know 

Always 

In Some Circumstances 

17% 
33% 
35% 

What systems does your organization use for gaining consent to collect and use data? Please select all 
that apply. 

Does your organization allow constituents to opt out of having their data stored or used by your 
organization? 
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USE OF DATA 

Internal reporting and evaluation 

External reporting and evaluation to donors and community 

External reporting and evaluation to funders and sponsors 

Board reporting and evaluation 

Program evaluation and improvement 

Communications evaluation and improvement 

Strategic planning 

20% 0% 100% 40% 60% 80% 120% 

Inform annual planning 

Inform regular decision making 

Report against internal team or organizational goals 

Analyze constituent engagement or actions 

Plan communications or campaigns 

Plan programs or make changes 

Predict donations or other actions 

20% 0% 100% 40% 60% 80% 120% 

Internally with all staff 

Internally with some staff (within departments or leadership) 

Internally with the Board 

Externally in program or impact reports 

Externally in grant reports 

Externally in marketing 

Externally with partners 

20% 0% 100% 40% 60% 80% 120% 

In which of the following ways do you or your organization use data generally? 

In which of the following ways do you or your organization use data strategically? 

In which of the following ways do you share data? 

Always Frequently Sometimes Never 
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The closer the data use is to the staff, the more likely it is that respondents use data in that way. 
The only general use of data that is ranked ALWAYS more than 50% of the time is Internal Reporting 
and Evaluation. Program Evaluation, Board Communication, and Strategic Planning are the other 
significant areas. Many respondents indicated that they FREQUENTLY share data with funders and 
donors, implying that certain kinds of data are shared with those audiences. This may be driven by 
reporting requirements from funders. 

Over 60% of respondents ALWAYS or FREQUENTLY use data for annual planning, goal-setting, and 
regular decision making. This makes sense and aligns both with the value of data for strategic 
planning and for program improvement. The data sharing responses align well with the general 
data use responses. Data are shared with relevant staff, the Board, and in specific reports with high 
frequency. 

The vast majority of respondents (71%) customize their data reporting to meet the needs of granting 
bodies. This corresponds with the significant variation in granting body expectations, needs, and 
requirements. 

14% I Don’t Know 

Other (please specify) 
We provide standardized reports of our program or other 
organization data so that all of our reporting is the same. 

We provide custom reports of our program or other organization 
data to match the funder’s unique reporting requirements. 

3% 
11% 

71% 

If you provide data for grant reports, which of the following options most closely aligns with your 
process? 
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STANDARDS 

26% No 

We don’t collect this data 

Yes, but we don’t talk about this publicly 

Yes, we talk about this publicly 

31% 
20% 

23% 

GDPR - General Data Protection Regulation 

HIPAA - Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

PCI - Payment Card Industry 

FERPA - Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 

CAN-SPAM / CASL - Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography And 
Marketing Act / Canada’s Anti-Spam Legislation 

Other (please specify) 

5% 0% 35% 25% 10% 15% 20% 30% 

If you collect data on race, ethnicity, gender identity, sexual orientation, or disability, do you use this 
data to make decisions about service or program delivery? 

Which of the following data standards or policies do you monitor? Please select all that apply. 

Nearly 1/3 of respondents do not collect personal demographic information. This aligns reasonably well with 

the data collection table above. A quarter do not use this data to drive decision making. Those who do use the 

information for delivery or decisions are evenly split regarding disclosure of those uses. 

No more than a third of respondents indicated monitoring any of the standards listed in the survey. 
The 10% who indicated OTHER mostly specified some industry-specific standards. Not surprisingly, 
monitoring of the listed standards also aligned closely with the organization’s main line of business. 
The 28% that indicated monitoring PCI compliance were mostly larger organizations that used more 
custom systems for their financial and donation data. It seems likely that other organizations rely on 
their donation tools to handle this requirement. 
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Only 2/3 of respondents indicated that they had or knew about data policies. Given that survey 
respondents have some responsibility for organizational data, being unaware of a policy is equivalent to 
having no policy at all. 

Data access and retention had the highest rate of policy presence. When a policy exists, it is most 
likely to be custom for the organization but not fully distributed. Generic policies were the second most 
common. There is some correlation between organization size and age and the level of customization. 

What policies related to data does 
your organization have in place? Data Retention Data Archiving Data Access External Data 

Sharing 

Custom policy explained to all staff 10% 8% 15% 13% 

Custom policy specific for 
organization 24% 21% 28% 26% 

Custom policy with regular review 
and training 9% 7% 8% 8% 

Generic policy not adapted to 
organization 22% 22% 19% 18% 

I don’t know 15% 17% 12% 15% 

No policy 20% 25% 18% 19% 
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STAFF AND DATA 

CEO / ED 

Committee of Multiple Staff / Departments 

Consultant or Third Party Entity 

Development Director (or equivalent development / fundraising leader) 

IT Director (or equivalent IT leader) 

Marketing Director (or equivalent marketing / communications leader) 

Operations / HR / Finance Department 

Program Director (or equivalent program leader) 

Other (please specify) 

I don’t know 

IT Director (or equivalent IT leader) 

Development Director (equivalent development / fundraising leader) 

Marketing Director (equivalent marketing / communications leader) 

Program Director (equivalent program leader) 

Operations / HR / Finance department 

CEO / ED 

Committee of multiple staff / departments 

I don’t know 

Other (please specify) 

5% 0% 25% 10% 15% 20% 45% 30% 35% 40% 

Who in your organization is responsible for ensuring the organization is compliant with relevant laws 
or data policies? 

Who has authority for adopting new technologies that could have impacts on data collection or use? 
Please select all that apply. 

Compliance authority tends to belong to with organizational leadership. The most common responsible 
parties are the CEO / ED, heads of IT, and heads of Operations / HR / Finance. Given the significance 
and potential business implications of compliance, this makes sense. Respondents who indicated 
“other” fit into two broad categories. Many had a specific Compliance Officer or equivalent (especially 
larger organizations); the bulk of the others indicated hybrid responsibility, usually across the three 
most common categories. 

Authority for the adoption of new technologies is similar, but not as stark. Responsibility often goes 
to the person or area that will be implementing and monitoring the technology, usually in concert with 
one of the three top-level decision-makers. Those who indicated “other” frequently have a committee 
or department dedicated to the review and adoption of technology. 
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Please provide the Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) amount for the following responsibilities fulfilled by 
a staff person inside your organization. 

Data 
Administration Data Quality Data Collection Report Creation Impact Analysis 

And Evaluation 

MEAN 1.35 1.25 3.52 1.83 1.44 

Please provide the Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) amount for the following responsibilities fulfilled by a 
consultant or third-party entity responsible for your organization’s technology and/or data. 

Data 
Administration Data Quality Data Collection Report Creation Impact Analysis 

And Evaluation 

MEAN 0.43 0.29 2.10 0.35 0.40 

Other than Data Collection, the FTE responsible for data activities was remarkably consistent across 
participating organizations. While larger organizations naturally had more FTE for most activities, the 
scale was not direct. 

The one exception was data collection. This labor-intensive activity saw a significant increase in human 
resources in larger organizations. Not surprisingly, it was also the area where third-party assistance 
was most common. 
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Individual Staff 

All Staff 

Board 

Consultant 

Volunteer 

10% 0% 50% 20% 30% 40% 90% 60% 70% 80% 

Individual Staff 

All Staff 

Board 

Consultant 

Volunteer 

10% 0% 50% 20% 30% 40% 90% 60% 70% 80% 

Who participates in the following activities at your organization? Please select all that apply. 

PLANNING FOR DATA COLLECTION 

PLANNING FOR DATA USE 
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Approximately 80% of respondents indicated that specific staff had responsibility for each of the data 
activities identified in the survey. This makes sense, as specific data responsibility can easily be tied to 
individual position descriptions. 

The smaller the organization, the more likely they were to say ALL STAFF, indicating a collaborative 
approach and the need to share duties when there are fewer individuals. Volunteers were also used 
more by smaller organizations, although with less strong correlation. 

Individual Staff 

All Staff 

Board 

Consultant 

Volunteer 

20% 0% 100% 40% 60% 80% 

CREATING REPORTS 

Individual Staff 

All Staff 

Board 

Consultant 

Volunteer 

10% 0% 50% 20% 30% 40% 90% 60% 70% 80% 

ANALYZING DATA 
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CHALLENGES 

Individual’s processes / data input 

Individual’s understanding of data value 

Individual’s staff time 

Organization’s tools/software 

Organization’s strategic view of data 

10% 0% 50% 20% 30% 40% 60% 

Complex funder reporting expectations 

Other (please specify) 

Funding 

Staff in-house who can manage/implement technology 

Overall knowledge / skill level of staff 

Tools / Systems not aligned with workflow/needs 

Resistance from leadership 

10% 0% 50% 20% 30% 40% 60% 70% 80% 

Perception of value (of better use of data) 

Other (please specify) 

Which of the following are challenges for you and your organization in data collection? Please select 
all that apply. 

Which of the following are challenges for you and your organization to successfully adopt technology 
(that supports successful data use)? Please select all that apply. 

Fully 40% of respondents indicated that they experience most of the data collection challenges 
identified in the survey. Data complexity was the least significant, while the trio of challenges related 
to individual knowledge, skills, and abilities was the biggest. 

Those who indicated OTHER had a wide variety of challenges, with dirty data, funding, and training 
being the most common. 

Technology adoption responses were somewhat more varied, although individual staff characteristics 
were the largest again 
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Aligning nicely with the previous questions, Complex Funder Expectations was by far the lowest 
challenge identified by respondents. The other five challenges clustered fairly tightly around 3, but did 
rank clearly: 

• Individual’s data literacy/skills 

• Data quality 

• Individual’s strategic application of data 

• Organization’s appropriate tools/software 

• Organization’s data silos by department or team 

The importance of the individual plays out in this view of the challenge question as it did in the others. 

Please rank the following challenges in data use in order of impact for your organization. 1 = the highest 
challenge; 6 = the lowest challenge. The numbers in the table below represent the average response to 
each question based on this scale. 

Individual’s 
Data 

Literacy/ 
Skill 

Individual’s 
Strategics 

Application Of 
Data 

Organization’s 
Appropriate 

Tools/Software 

Organization’s 
Data Silos By 

Department Or 
Team 

Data 
Quality 

Complex Funder 
Reporting 

expectations 

MEAN 3.09 3.25 3.28 3.39 3.21 4.63 
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RESOURCES 

Migrating to a new CRM / database 

Redesigning your website 

Training staff on data collection, use, or management 

New internal reporting or analysis 

New external reporting or analysis 

10% 0% 50% 20% 30% 40% 60% 70% 80% 

Program or impact evaluation 

Transitioning events, services, or other 

Other (please specify) 

12% 25-50% 

50-75% 

0-10% 

11-25% 

75-100% 

6% 

42% 

6% 

34% 

In the coming 3-12 months, which of the following investments or projects do you or your organization 
plan to undertake? Please select all that apply. 

What is the percentage of staff at your organization with the skills and access to create and run 
customized reports from your data? 

Most respondents have two or three activities that they plan to undertake within the next year. 
Fully three-quarters indicated plans related to the COVID-19 pandemic, which is not at all surprising. 

Evaluation and training, both of which are regular, ongoing activities at most organizations, are the 
next most frequent. 

Reflecting the importance of the individual in the organization, fully three-quarters of respondents have 
25% or fewer staff capable of running custom reports. These responses were inversely proportional to 
the size of the organization. Smaller respondents had more staff who could do more things. 
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Which of the following resources would be most valuable to your organization? 

Staff training 
Updated or 

upgraded tools/ 
systems 

Eliminated paper 
or duplicative 

processes 

Improved user 
interface/user 
profile options 

on website 

Case studies 

Very valuable 29% 31% 30% 23% 5% 

Valuable 39% 32% 28% 33% 18% 

Somewhat 
valuable 25% 28% 25% 28% 43% 

Not needed 6% 9% 16% 16% 34% 

Template or 
other resources 

Dedicated 
funding for data 

management 
and analysis 

Consulting 
(pro bono or 

paid) 

Technology and 
systems audit 

Very valuable 14% 44% 24% 20% 

Valuable 32% 30% 32% 33% 

Somewhat 
valuable 42% 18% 30% 33% 

Not needed 11% 7% 14% 14% 

Not surprisingly, funding was seen as the most valuable resource for data management, selected as 
VALUABLE or VERY VALUABLE by 74% of respondents. Better systems, less redundancy, and better 
training were the other significantly valuable resources. 
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26% Inferential like using statistics to understand the impact of 
various variables on program outcomes 

Predictive like using statistical models to predict individual 
program outcomes before they happen 

All 

Descriptive only like average, sum 

Other (please specify) 

4% 

7% 

9% 

53% 

Descriptive statistics like average, sum 

Qualitative analysis like affinity mapping, categorizing survey comments 

Statistical analysis like correlations 

Data visualization for analysis like exploring patterns, not only visual 
representing them 

Data mining like looking for patterns within very large datasets 

20% 0% 100% 40% 60% 80% 

Predictive analytics like forecasting, using predictive models 

Geospatial analysis like plotting data using maps 

Other (please specify) 

What is the percentage of staff at your organization with the skills and access to create and run 
customized reports from your data? 

What is the percentage 

ANALYSIS 

Data tables 

Graphs and charts 

Infographics 

Dashboards (real-time data) 

Interactive data visualizations 

10% 0% 50% 20% 30% 40% 60% 70% 80% 90% 

Other (please specify) 

In the coming 3-12 months, which of the following investments or projects do you or your organization 
plan to undertake? Please select all that apply. 
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Over 80% of respondents use tables, graphs, and charts to present data. These are relatively simple and 

clear models that are available in the tools most respondents use (especially spreadsheets), so this 

makes sense. The kinds of data presented are also most common when they are most easy to present. 
Over 80% provide descriptive data analysis, and fully 50% provide no other form of analysis. 

The survey also asked if respondents used machine learning or artificial intelligence (chatbots, for example) for 
five different tasks: 

• Technical or administrative customer service 

• Membership or donor support 
• Program engagement or support 
• Predicting donors 

• Program tracking 

Less than 10% said yes to any of these tasks, evenly distributed. Organizational size and budget were 
highly correlated to adoption. 
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	 Organization size and budget correlate to the adoption of machine learning and artificial intelligence.


	You’re encouraged to use the report to start conversations within your team and organization. While there’s no “right” answer for many of the questions -- because the results show that challenges exist for all organizations -- there are likely challenges for your staff. Identifying those is the first step for investment, training, and improvement! 
	NTEN has community forums, courses, and other resources to help you and your whole organization move forward.

	Figure
	Amy Sample Ward
	Amy Sample Ward
	Amy Sample Ward

	CEO, NTEN
	CEO, NTEN


	SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
	SURVEY PARTICIPANTS

	What best describes your organization’s primary issue area?
	What best describes your organization’s primary issue area?

	16%Public/Social BenefitYouthArts/cultureCivil Rights/AdvocacyEducationEmploymentEnvironment / Animal WelfareFaith-BasedHealthHousingHuman ServicesInternationalLegal4%6%7%14%2%8%6%12%4%16%3%1%
	What is the size of your overall organization staff?
	What is the size of your overall organization staff?

	222er 263wer than 62
	About how long has your organization existed?
	About how long has your organization existed?

	22arsss than e ar ars6arsars22
	What is the approximate annual budget of your organization?
	What is the approximate annual budget of your organization?

	2er llionolunteerlow 22  illion llion  llion33 llion llion2
	Over 700 people responded to the survey, representing a wide variety of nonprofits. Nearly half work at organizations that provide direct social and public services (Public / Social Benefit, Human Services, and Education, each around 15% of respondents). The rest are well distributed across the service areas.
	Over 700 people responded to the survey, representing a wide variety of nonprofits. Nearly half work at organizations that provide direct social and public services (Public / Social Benefit, Human Services, and Education, each around 15% of respondents). The rest are well distributed across the service areas.
	Most respondents work at relatively small organizations, with 50% having a staff of 25 or fewer. Most represent nonprofits that have been in existence for some time. Nearly 2/3 have been around for 20 years or more, while only 8% were started five or fewer years ago.
	Budgets vary widely, but nearly 2/3 of respondents have annual budgets larger than $1 million. Half of those are in the $1 to $5 million category.

	What is your relationship to your organization’s data? Please select all that apply.
	What is your relationship to your organization’s data? Please select all that apply.

	I manage a database or data for one department/functionI managed data systems or data for the organizationI am responsible for data qualityI am responsible for data governance including what is collectedI am responsible for data governance including what is collectedNone of the aboveI directly input or edit data in a databaseI collect data through programs or other channels for input to theI generate reports, dashboards, or analysisI use the reports, dashboards, or analysis that other staff have createdI ma
	The respondents themselves work with data in a wide variety of ways. Most (over 70%) provide reports and analysis. Half are responsible for direct data entry. Many (nearly 50%) also work second-hand with data provided and analyzed by other staff. This range of data experiences provides them with a strong background to share insights throughout this survey.
	The respondents themselves work with data in a wide variety of ways. Most (over 70%) provide reports and analysis. Half are responsible for direct data entry. Many (nearly 50%) also work second-hand with data provided and analyzed by other staff. This range of data experiences provides them with a strong background to share insights throughout this survey.

	RECORDS
	RECORDS

	Roughly how many constituent records does your organization manage?
	Roughly how many constituent records does your organization manage?

	  re than wer than     22    23632  3  
	Respondents reported a wide range of record volume. Almost every category was selected by at least 8% of respondents. The largest group is 2,501 to 10,000, accounting for nearly 20% of respondents. 
	Respondents reported a wide range of record volume. Almost every category was selected by at least 8% of respondents. The largest group is 2,501 to 10,000, accounting for nearly 20% of respondents. 
	In general, the size of the record set corresponds to the age of the organization, with a somewhat weaker connection to organization size. Smaller organizations may still have many constituents.
	Records come from a variety of places, with most respondents indicating at least two data streams. A significant number relies on some sort of manual process.
	Respondents who indicated “other” had two primary categories: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	From constituents via some process not identified in the survey questions and

	• 
	• 
	• 

	By synchronized processes from some other system, often a donation or subscription system.



	How does your organization collect data? Please select all that apply.
	How does your organization collect data? Please select all that apply.

	Directly from constituents via paperDirectly from constituents via your websiteBy staff who enter it directly into your data systemsIndirectly from 3rd parties like email lists from partners or purchased listAutomatically via sensors, system processes, or tracking actions taken in our...Other (please specify)236
	STORAGE
	STORAGE

	Human Resources
	Human Resources
	Human Resources


	6 the el tabase or dustrsto tabaseel ogleeets Airtable the el tabase or dustr3
	IT
	IT
	IT


	2 the el tabase or dustrsto tabaseel ogleeets Airtable the el tabase or dustr2
	Finance
	Finance
	Finance


	2 the el tabase or dustrsto tabaseel ogleeets Airtable the el tabase or dustr26
	Communications / Marketing
	Communications / Marketing

	2 the el tabase or dustrsto tabaseel ogleeets Airtable the el tabase or dustr336
	Fundraising / Development
	Fundraising / Development

	23 the el tabase or dustrsto tabaseel ogleeets Airtable the el tabase or dustr32
	Programs
	Programs

	2 the el tabase or dustrsto tabaseel ogleeets Airtable the el tabase or dustr32
	How is your data accessed? Please select all that apply.
	How is your data accessed? Please select all that apply.

	Data is in a cloud-based CRM / database that staff access onlineData is in a locally-hosted CRM / data that staff access when in the officeData is on individual computers for access only by that individual236Other (please specify)
	What is the primary type of data storage system used for each of these departments? While there is a wide variance in the popularity of data storage systems based on the type of records contained, four of the six categories rank the systems in the same order.
	What is the primary type of data storage system used for each of these departments? While there is a wide variance in the popularity of data storage systems based on the type of records contained, four of the six categories rank the systems in the same order.
	1. Spreadsheets
	2. Off-the-shelf databases
	3. Partially customized off-the-shelf databases
	4. Custom databases
	These categories line up in order from the simplest and least expensive to the most complex and resource intensive, so the order is not surprising. Financial and fundraising data have slightly larger adoption of off-the-shelf tools. Both of these areas have a long history of strong tools and a need for in-built security, so these variations are not a surprise.
	The majority of respondents make their data available to staff through a database with online access. This is true across the data storage types, even when data is stored in spreadsheet form.
	Most of the respondents who indicated access by an individual were referring to Human Resources or IT data.

	COLLECTION
	COLLECTION

	How have the following factors influenced the data you collect?
	How have the following factors influenced the data you collect?

	Funder’s priorities or grant reporting requirementsDonor’s interest areasMarketing prioritiesBoard reporting prioritiesImproving programs outcomesExternal organizations or partners262
	Major InfluenceSignificant InfluenceSome InfluenceSome Influence
	Do you collect any of the following types of data?
	Do you collect any of the following types of data?

	Race / EthnicitySelfdentify as Person of ColorGender identity (binary M/F)Gender identity (expansive)PronounsSexual orientationDisability20%0%100%40%60%80%120%
	AlwaysOftenSometimesNever
	Respondents indicated a wide range of factors that influenced their data gathering decisions. The most significant were requirements from funders or granting bodies and program outcome improvements. Given their relationship to customer service and satisfaction and funding streams, this is not surprising. The least influential areas were donor interest and input from external organizations and partners. While the data don’t specify it, it seems likely that there are less clear and consistent information stre
	Respondents indicated a wide range of factors that influenced their data gathering decisions. The most significant were requirements from funders or granting bodies and program outcome improvements. Given their relationship to customer service and satisfaction and funding streams, this is not surprising. The least influential areas were donor interest and input from external organizations and partners. While the data don’t specify it, it seems likely that there are less clear and consistent information stre
	A significant number of respondents do not collect any fundamental demographic data about their constituents. The most notable exception was race and ethnicity data; this is frequently requested by funders and granting bodies.

	CONSENT
	CONSENT

	What systems does your organization use for gaining consent to collect and use data? Please select all that apply.
	What systems does your organization use for gaining consent to collect and use data? Please select all that apply.

	NoneGeneral statement on websiteGeneral statement on forms or surveysDisclosure read to participants by a staffPopup message on websiteDisclosure information included in emailsOther (please specify)236
	Does your organization allow constituents to opt out of having their data stored or used by your organization?
	Does your organization allow constituents to opt out of having their data stored or used by your organization?

	15%NeverI Don’t KnowAlwaysIn Some Circumstances17%33%35%
	The majority of respondents rely on general statements to obtain consent from data providers, mostly on specific data gathering tools, but also with a standard website disclaimer. Those who indicated “OTHER” fit into two broad categories: application-specific disclosures and disclaimers in contracts.
	The majority of respondents rely on general statements to obtain consent from data providers, mostly on specific data gathering tools, but also with a standard website disclaimer. Those who indicated “OTHER” fit into two broad categories: application-specific disclosures and disclaimers in contracts.
	About 2/3 of respondents allow some measure of data collection opt-out from constituents. There seems to be some relation between the purpose of the data and the level of opt-out allowed. For example, respondents who indicated data collection for grant reporting seldom said “ALWAYS” for opt-out.
	 


	USE OF DATA
	USE OF DATA

	In which of the following ways do you or your organization use data generally?
	In which of the following ways do you or your organization use data generally?

	Internal reporting and evaluationExternal reporting and evaluation to donors and communityExternal reporting and evaluation to funders and sponsorsBoard reporting and evaluationProgram evaluation and improvementCommunications evaluation and improvementStrategic planning262
	In which of the following ways do you or your organization use data strategically?
	In which of the following ways do you or your organization use data strategically?

	Inform annual planningInform regular decision makingReport against internal team or organizational goalsAnalyze constituent engagement or actionsPlan communications or campaignsPlan programs or make changesPredict donations or other actions262
	In which of the following ways do you share data?
	In which of the following ways do you share data?

	Internally with all staffInternally with some staff (within departments or leadership)Internally with the BoardExternally in program or impact reportsExternally in grant reportsExternally in marketingExternally with partners262
	AlwaysFrequentlySometimesNever
	If you provide data for grant reports, which of the following options most closely aligns with your process?
	If you provide data for grant reports, which of the following options most closely aligns with your process?

	14%I Don’t KnowOther (please specify)We provide standardized reports of our program or other organization data so that all of our reporting is the same. We provide custom reports of our program or other organization data to match the funder’s unique reporting requirements.3%11%71%
	The closer the data use is to the staff, the more likely it is that respondents use data in that way. The only general use of data that is ranked ALWAYS more than 50% of the time is Internal Reporting and Evaluation. Program Evaluation, Board Communication, and Strategic Planning are the other significant areas. Many respondents indicated that they FREQUENTLY share data with funders and donors, implying that certain kinds of data are shared with those audiences. This may be driven by reporting requirements 
	The closer the data use is to the staff, the more likely it is that respondents use data in that way. The only general use of data that is ranked ALWAYS more than 50% of the time is Internal Reporting and Evaluation. Program Evaluation, Board Communication, and Strategic Planning are the other significant areas. Many respondents indicated that they FREQUENTLY share data with funders and donors, implying that certain kinds of data are shared with those audiences. This may be driven by reporting requirements 
	Over 60% of respondents ALWAYS or FREQUENTLY use data for annual planning, goal-setting, and regular decision making. This makes sense and aligns both with the value of data for strategic planning and for program improvement. The data sharing responses align well with the general data use responses. Data are shared with relevant staff, the Board, and in specific reports with high frequency.
	The vast majority of respondents (71%) customize their data reporting to meet the needs of granting bodies. This corresponds with the significant variation in granting body expectations, needs, and requirements.

	STANDARDS
	STANDARDS

	If you collect data on race, ethnicity, gender identity, sexual orientation, or disability, do you use this data to make decisions about service or program delivery?
	If you collect data on race, ethnicity, gender identity, sexual orientation, or disability, do you use this data to make decisions about service or program delivery?

	26%NoWe don’t collect this dataYes, but we don’t talk about this publiclyYes, we talk about this publicly31%20%23%
	Which of the following data standards or policies do you monitor? Please select all that apply.
	Which of the following data standards or policies do you monitor? Please select all that apply.

	GDPR - General Data Protection RegulationHIPAA - Health Insurance Portability and Accountability ActPCI - Payment Card IndustryFERPA - Family Educational Rights and Privacy ActCAN-SPAM / CASL - Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography And Marketing Act / Canada’s Anti-Spam LegislationOther (please specify)3223
	Nearly 1/3 of respondents do not collect personal demographic information. This aligns reasonably well with the data collection table above. A quarter do not use this data to drive decision making. Those who do use the information for delivery or decisions are evenly split regarding disclosure of those uses.
	Nearly 1/3 of respondents do not collect personal demographic information. This aligns reasonably well with the data collection table above. A quarter do not use this data to drive decision making. Those who do use the information for delivery or decisions are evenly split regarding disclosure of those uses.
	No more than a third of respondents indicated monitoring any of the standards listed in the survey. The 10% who indicated OTHER mostly specified some industry-specific standards. Not surprisingly, monitoring of the listed standards also aligned closely with the organization’s main line of business. The 28% that indicated monitoring PCI compliance were mostly larger organizations that used more custom systems for their financial and donation data. It seems likely that other organizations rely on their donati

	What policies related to data does 
	What policies related to data does 
	What policies related to data does 
	What policies related to data does 
	What policies related to data does 
	What policies related to data does 
	What policies related to data does 
	your organization have in place?


	Data Retention
	Data Retention
	Data Retention


	Data Archiving
	Data Archiving
	Data Archiving


	Data Access
	Data Access
	Data Access


	External Data 
	External Data 
	External Data 
	Sharing



	Custom policy explained to all staff
	Custom policy explained to all staff
	Custom policy explained to all staff
	Custom policy explained to all staff


	10%
	10%
	10%


	8%
	8%
	8%


	15%
	15%
	15%


	13%
	13%
	13%



	Custom policy specific for 
	Custom policy specific for 
	Custom policy specific for 
	Custom policy specific for 
	organization


	24%
	24%
	24%


	21%
	21%
	21%


	28%
	28%
	28%


	26%
	26%
	26%



	Custom policy with regular review 
	Custom policy with regular review 
	Custom policy with regular review 
	Custom policy with regular review 
	and training


	9%
	9%
	9%


	7%
	7%
	7%


	8%
	8%
	8%


	8%
	8%
	8%



	Generic policy not adapted to 
	Generic policy not adapted to 
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	Generic policy not adapted to 
	organization


	22%
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	22%
	22%
	22%


	19%
	19%
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	18%
	18%
	18%



	I don’t know
	I don’t know
	I don’t know
	I don’t know


	15%
	15%
	15%


	17%
	17%
	17%


	12%
	12%
	12%


	15%
	15%
	15%



	No policy
	No policy
	No policy
	No policy


	20%
	20%
	20%


	25%
	25%
	25%


	18%
	18%
	18%


	19%
	19%
	19%






	Only 2/3 of respondents indicated that they had or knew about data policies. Given that survey respondents have some responsibility for organizational data, being unaware of a policy is equivalent to having no policy at all. 
	Only 2/3 of respondents indicated that they had or knew about data policies. Given that survey respondents have some responsibility for organizational data, being unaware of a policy is equivalent to having no policy at all. 
	Data access and retention had the highest rate of policy presence. When a policy exists, it is most likely to be custom for the organization but not fully distributed. Generic policies were the second most common. There is some correlation between organization size and age and the level of customization.

	STAFF AND DATA
	STAFF AND DATA

	Who in your organization is responsible for ensuring the organization is compliant with relevant laws or data policies?
	Who in your organization is responsible for ensuring the organization is compliant with relevant laws or data policies?

	CEO / EDCommittee of Multiple Staff / DepartmentsConsultant or Third Party EntityDevelopment Director (or euivalent development / fundraising leader)IT Director (or euivalent IT leader)Marketing Director (or euivalent marketing / communications leader)Operations / HR / Finance DepartmentProgram Director (or euivalent program leader)Other (please specify)I don’t know22
	Who has authority for adopting new technologies that could have impacts on data collection or use? Please select all that apply.
	Who has authority for adopting new technologies that could have impacts on data collection or use? Please select all that apply.

	IT Director (or euivalent IT leader)Development Director (euivalent development / fundraising leader)Marketing Director (euivalent marketing / communications leader)Program Director (euivalent program leader)Operations / HR / Finance departmentCEO / EDCommittee of multiple staff / departmentsI don’t knowOther (please specify)2233
	Compliance authority tends to belong to with organizational leadership. The most common responsible parties are the CEO / ED, heads of IT, and heads of Operations / HR / Finance. Given the significance and potential business implications of compliance, this makes sense. Respondents who indicated “other” fit into two broad categories. Many had a specific Compliance Officer or equivalent (especially larger organizations); the bulk of the others indicated hybrid responsibility, usually across the three most co
	Compliance authority tends to belong to with organizational leadership. The most common responsible parties are the CEO / ED, heads of IT, and heads of Operations / HR / Finance. Given the significance and potential business implications of compliance, this makes sense. Respondents who indicated “other” fit into two broad categories. Many had a specific Compliance Officer or equivalent (especially larger organizations); the bulk of the others indicated hybrid responsibility, usually across the three most co
	Authority for the adoption of new technologies is similar, but not as stark. Responsibility often goes to the person or area that will be implementing and monitoring the technology, usually in concert with one of the three top-level decision-makers. Those who indicated “other” frequently have a committee or department dedicated to the review and adoption of technology.

	Please provide the Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) amount for the following responsibilities fulfilled by a staff person inside your organization.
	Please provide the Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) amount for the following responsibilities fulfilled by a staff person inside your organization.
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	Administration
	Administration


	Data Quality
	Data Quality
	Data Quality


	Data Collection
	Data Collection
	Data Collection


	Report Creation
	Report Creation
	Report Creation


	Impact Analysis
	Impact Analysis
	Impact Analysis

	And Evaluation
	And Evaluation



	MEAN
	MEAN
	MEAN

	1.35
	1.35
	1.35


	1.25
	1.25
	1.25


	3.52
	3.52
	3.52


	1.83
	1.83
	1.83


	1.44
	1.44
	1.44






	Please provide the Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) amount for the following responsibilities fulfilled by a consultant or third-party entity responsible for your organization’s technology and/or data.
	Please provide the Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) amount for the following responsibilities fulfilled by a consultant or third-party entity responsible for your organization’s technology and/or data.
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	Data Quality
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	Data Collection
	Data Collection
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	Report Creation
	Report Creation
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	Impact Analysis
	Impact Analysis
	Impact Analysis

	And Evaluation
	And Evaluation



	MEAN
	MEAN
	MEAN

	0.43
	0.43
	0.43


	0.29
	0.29
	0.29


	2.10
	2.10
	2.10


	0.35
	0.35
	0.35


	0.40
	0.40
	0.40





	Other than Data Collection, the FTE responsible for data activities was remarkably consistent across participating organizations. While larger organizations naturally had more FTE for most activities, the scale was not direct. 
	The one exception was data collection. This labor-intensive activity saw a significant increase in human resources in larger organizations. Not surprisingly, it was also the area where third-party assistance was most common.

	Who participates in the following activities at your organization? Please select all that apply.
	Who participates in the following activities at your organization? Please select all that apply.

	PLANNING FOR DATA COLLECTION
	PLANNING FOR DATA COLLECTION

	Individual StaffAll StaffBoardConsultantVolunteer10%0%50%20%30%40%90%60%70%80%
	PLANNING FOR DATA USE
	PLANNING FOR DATA USE

	Individual StaffAll StaffBoardConsultantVolunteer10%0%50%20%30%40%90%60%70%80%
	CREATING REPORTS
	CREATING REPORTS

	Individual StaffAll StaffBoardConsultantVolunteer20%0%100%40%60%80%
	ANALYZING DATA
	ANALYZING DATA

	Individual StaffAll StaffBoardConsultantVolunteer10%0%50%20%30%40%90%60%70%80%
	Approximately 80% of respondents indicated that specific staff had responsibility for each of the data activities identified in the survey. This makes sense, as specific data responsibility can easily be tied to individual position descriptions.
	Approximately 80% of respondents indicated that specific staff had responsibility for each of the data activities identified in the survey. This makes sense, as specific data responsibility can easily be tied to individual position descriptions.
	The smaller the organization, the more likely they were to say ALL STAFF, indicating a collaborative approach and the need to share duties when there are fewer individuals. Volunteers were also used more by smaller organizations, although with less strong correlation.

	CHALLENGES
	CHALLENGES

	Which of the following are challenges for you and your organization in data collection? Please select all that apply.
	Which of the following are challenges for you and your organization in data collection? Please select all that apply.

	Individual’s processes / data inputIndividual’s understanding of data valueIndividual’s staff timeOrganization’s tools/softwareOrganization’s strategic view of data236Complex funder reporting expectationsOther (please specify)
	Which of the following are challenges for you and your organization to successfully adopt technology (that supports successful data use)? Please select all that apply.
	Which of the following are challenges for you and your organization to successfully adopt technology (that supports successful data use)? Please select all that apply.

	FundingStaff in-house who can manage/implement technologyOverall knowledge / skill level of staffTools / Systems not aligned with workflow/needsResistance from leadership236Perception of value (of better use of data)Other (please specify)
	Fully 40% of respondents indicated that they experience most of the data collection challenges identified in the survey. Data complexity was the least significant, while the trio of challenges related to individual knowledge, skills, and abilities was the biggest. 
	Fully 40% of respondents indicated that they experience most of the data collection challenges identified in the survey. Data complexity was the least significant, while the trio of challenges related to individual knowledge, skills, and abilities was the biggest. 
	Those who indicated OTHER had a wide variety of challenges, with dirty data, funding, and training being the most common.
	Technology adoption responses were somewhat more varied, although individual staff characteristics were the largest again

	Please rank the following challenges in data use in order of impact for your organization. 1 = the highest challenge; 6 = the lowest challenge. The numbers in the table below represent the average response to each question based on this scale.
	Please rank the following challenges in data use in order of impact for your organization. 1 = the highest challenge; 6 = the lowest challenge. The numbers in the table below represent the average response to each question based on this scale.
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	Aligning nicely with the previous questions, Complex Funder Expectations was by far the lowest challenge identified by respondents. The other five challenges clustered fairly tightly around 3, but did rank clearly:
	Aligning nicely with the previous questions, Complex Funder Expectations was by far the lowest challenge identified by respondents. The other five challenges clustered fairly tightly around 3, but did rank clearly:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Individual’s data literacy/skills

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Data quality

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Individual’s strategic application of data

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Organization’s appropriate tools/software

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Organization’s data silos by department or team


	The importance of the individual plays out in this view of the challenge question as it did in the others.

	RESOURCES
	RESOURCES

	In the coming 3-12 months, which of the following investments or projects do you or your organization plan to undertake? Please select all that apply.
	In the coming 3-12 months, which of the following investments or projects do you or your organization plan to undertake? Please select all that apply.

	Migrating to a new CRM / databaseRedesigning your websiteTraining staff on data collection, use, or managementNew internal reporting or analysisNew external reporting or analysis236Program or impact evaluationTransitioning events, services, or otherOther (please specify)
	What is the percentage of staff at your organization with the skills and access to create and run customized reports from your data?
	What is the percentage of staff at your organization with the skills and access to create and run customized reports from your data?

	2226263
	Most respondents have two or three activities that they plan to undertake within the next year. Fully three-quarters indicated plans related to the COVID-19 pandemic, which is not at all surprising.
	Most respondents have two or three activities that they plan to undertake within the next year. Fully three-quarters indicated plans related to the COVID-19 pandemic, which is not at all surprising.
	Evaluation and training, both of which are regular, ongoing activities at most organizations, are the next most frequent. 
	Reflecting the importance of the individual in the organization, fully three-quarters of respondents have 25% or fewer staff capable of running custom reports. These responses were inversely proportional to the size of the organization. Smaller respondents had more staff who could do more things.

	Which of the following resources would be most valuable to your organization? 
	Which of the following resources would be most valuable to your organization? 
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	Not surprisingly, funding was seen as the most valuable resource for data management, selected as VALUABLE or VERY VALUABLE by 74% of respondents. Better systems, less redundancy, and better training were the other significantly valuable resources.

	ANALYSIS
	ANALYSIS

	In the coming 3-12 months, which of the following investments or projects do you or your organization plan to undertake? Please select all that apply.
	In the coming 3-12 months, which of the following investments or projects do you or your organization plan to undertake? Please select all that apply.

	Data tablesGraphs and chartsInfographicsDashboards (real-time data)Interactive data visualizations236Other (please specify)
	What is the percentage
	What is the percentage

	Descriptive statistics like average, sumQualitative analysis like affinity mapping, categorizing survey commentsStatistical analysis like correlationsData visualization for analysis like exploring patterns, not only visual representing themData mining like looking for patterns within very large datasets26Predictive analytics like forecasting, using predictive modelsGeospatial analysis like plotting data using mapsOther (please specify)
	What is the percentage of staff at your organization with the skills and access to create and run customized reports from your data?
	What is the percentage of staff at your organization with the skills and access to create and run customized reports from your data?

	26erential lie using statistis to understand the iat o arious ariables on rogra outoeseditie lie using statistial odels to redit indiidual rogra outoes beore the haenAllsritie onl lie aeragesuher lease sei3
	Over 80% of respondents use tables, graphs, and charts to present data. These are relatively simple and clear models that are available in the tools most respondents use (especially spreadsheets), so this makes sense. The kinds of data presented are also most common when they are most easy to present. Over 80% provide descriptive data analysis, and fully 50% provide no other form of analysis.
	Over 80% of respondents use tables, graphs, and charts to present data. These are relatively simple and clear models that are available in the tools most respondents use (especially spreadsheets), so this makes sense. The kinds of data presented are also most common when they are most easy to present. Over 80% provide descriptive data analysis, and fully 50% provide no other form of analysis.
	The survey also asked if respondents used machine learning or artificial intelligence (chatbots, for example) for five different tasks:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Technical or administrative customer service

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Membership or donor support

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Program engagement or support

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Predicting donors

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Program tracking


	Less than 10% said yes to any of these tasks, evenly distributed. Organizational size and budget were highly correlated to adoption.







